Instructions for installing your replacement bracket:

1. After removing old bracket and cleaning shower pipe threads, slide large nut over shower pipe, threads away from the wall.

2. Thread pivot ball onto shower pipe and hand tighten clockwise to a snug fit. Use an adjustable wrench to tighten an additional ¼ turn. **DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.**

3. Attach bracket by hand tightening the large nut to the threaded back of the bracket. **NOTE:** This nut and bracket have a left handed thread. The large nut tightens when turned clockwise as viewed from the front of the bracket. Tighten securely.

4. Hand tighten hose end to bracket. Check to make sure that a washer is in hose end. Do not use pliers, wrench, or pipe tape to connect hose end to bracket.

Please contact Water Pik customer service if you need additional assistance.

800-525-2774